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Full-Cost Purchases: Questions & Answers 

 
1.  What are the full-cost purchases? 
The full-cost purchases are: 
• Out-of-state teaching time, 
• Out-of-state police service, 
• Periods of disability retirement, 
• Military service prior to Tier One/Tier Two membership,  and 
• Wildland firefighter service with State Forestry. 
 
2. Why are they termed “full-cost” purchases? 
Purchasing retirement credit requires the member to pay the full cost of the increased 
monthly retirement benefit he/she will receive.  
 
If the purchase allows a member to retire before reaching earliest retirement age, the 
member must pay PERS the full cost of the monthly retirement benefits and  
cost-of-living increases that will be paid before he/she reaches earliest retirement age.  
 
3. How is the full-cost purchase calculated? 
If you are already eligible to retire, the full cost to make the purchase is calculated 
based on an actuarial factor for your age multiplied by the difference between your 
monthly retirement benefit after the full-cost purchase and your monthly retirement 
benefit before the full cost purchase.  
 
If you are not eligible to retire by age or service, but will be eligible by service if you 
make the full-cost purchase, the purchase cost is calculated based on the same 
information used for a member who is eligible to retire. However, it also includes 
additional actuarial factors to cover the value of the additional retirement benefits and 
cost-of-living adjustments you will receive in the months/years before reaching your 
earliest retirement age. 
 
4. What is the average cost for a full-cost purchase?  
The actual cost of your full-cost purchase will depend on a number of personal 
factors, including:  

• The benefit calculation method you elect (i.e., Full Formula, Formula Plus 
Annuity, Money Match).  

• The number of years of membership before your effective retirement date.  
• Your final average salary.  
• Your eligibility to retire without the purchase and whether you will receive an 

actuarially reduced benefit (i.e., whether you will have reached early or normal 
retirement age at your effective retirement date). [Note: It will cost less for a 
member who has already reached normal retirement age to make the 
purchase than a member who has not reached normal retirement age.] 

• Your service classification (General Service, Police Officer & Firefighter). 
• Future cost-of-living increases, any tax remedy increases, and any health 

insurance subsidies that may result from the purchase. 
  
From 2016 to 2018, the average full cost purchase (military and out-of-state-teaching 
purchases) was $116,760 (Median: $80,000), with actual costs ranging from $145 to 
over $900,000. Actual costs will depend on your specific situation. 
 
5. When will I know how much it will cost to make a full-cost purchase? 
You may request a retirement benefit estimate within two years of your retirement 
eligibility and request an estimated cost for a full-cost purchase. However, the exact 
cost to make the purchase cannot be calculated until you retire and your actual, not 
estimated, retirement benefit is calculated. The exact cost may be significantly higher 
than the estimated purchase cost you paid to PERS before you retired. 
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6. Why could the exact cost to make a full-cost purchase be significantly higher than
the estimated cost?
PERS generally uses two methods to calculate every member’s estimated and actual
monthly retirement benefit: Money Match and Full Formula. The Formula Plus Annuity
method is also used to calculate the benefit of members who made contributions
before August 21, 1981.  You are entitled to the monthly retirement benefit calculated
by the method producing the highest amount.

The Money Match method uses your account balance to estimate your monthly 
retirement benefit. PERS must make certain assumptions about the future earnings of 
your regular member account and, if applicable, the earnings of your variable member 
account to estimate your account balance at retirement. PERS uses this estimated 
account balance to estimate your monthly benefit before and after a full-cost 
purchase. You pay the difference. Your account balance at retirement may be greater 
or smaller than the estimated account balance depending on the actual annual Tier 
One or Tier Two regular earnings and variable earnings credited to your account at 
your effective date of retirement. 

The Full Formula calculation method uses your final average salary to estimate your 
monthly retirement benefit. PERS estimates your final average salary based on PERS 
records and the information you provide about the number of hours of unused sick 
leave, vacation, and compensatory time you will have at retirement. Your final average 
salary at retirement may be greater or smaller than the estimated amount depending 
on several factors including the actual number of unused sick leave hours and the 
amount of pay-off you received from your employer for your accrued vacation and 
compensatory time.  

The actual difference between your monthly benefit before and after the purchase will 
often not be the same as the estimated difference. Even a small change in the 
difference, when applied over the period you are expected to receive benefits, can 
significantly increase the cost.    

7. What happens at retirement if the actual cost to make a full-cost purchase is
different than the estimated cost?
PERS will invoice you for any additional amount required to pay your full-cost
purchase. If you have not reached earliest retirement age and are using the purchase
to establish retirement eligibility, you will not be eligible to retire unless you remit to
PERS the additional amount required to purchase the additional service time needed. If
the actual cost is less than estimated, PERS will send you a check for the difference.

This Q&A is for general informational purposes only and is not intended to provide 
legal advice. If there is any conflict between this brochure and federal law, Oregon law, 
or administrative rules, the law and administrative rules shall prevail. 
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